
HOSPITALITY



Lounge / Reception



Barcelona® Chair with Stool

One of the most recognized objects of the last century,
and an icon of the modern movement, the Barcelona
Chair exudes a simple elegance that epitomizes Mies van
der Rohe's most famous maxim–“less is more.” Each
Barcelona piece is a tribute to the marriage of modern
design and exceptional craftsmanship.

by Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe



Outline Series

The Outline family adds new perspectives to the classic
Scandinavian design sofas of the 1960's, marrying the
ideals of simplicity and function into one. With the design
taking its name from its strong outline of a sofa, the
Outline family is clean and elegant on the outside with a
deep seat and soft cushioning on its inside.

by Anderssen & Voll



Oslo Series

The OSLO SOFA series combines light and modern design
with an ergonomically focused comfortable lounging
experience. Designed by Anderssen & Voll, the furniture is
crafted in Norway and upholstered in Denmark with
Kvadrat textiles, ensuring the highest quality.

by Anderssen & Voll



Womb™ Chair with Ottoman

Womb Chair designed by Eero Saarinen. A chair that was
like a basket full of pillows. The fiberglass design
supported multiple sitting postures and provided a
comforting sense of security. Seat shell is foam-covered
moulded fiberglass. Base is steel rod with polished
chrome or matte black finish.

by Eero Saarinen



Platner Easy Chair

In 1966, the Platner Collection captured the “decorative,
gentle, graceful” shapes that were beginning to infiltrate
the modern vocabulary. The iconic pieces are created by
welding hundreds of curved steel rods to circular frames,
simultaneously serving as structure and ornament.
Upholstery available in a wide range of Knoll Textiles.
Shell is moulded fiberglass with highly resilient moulded
urethane foam cushion. Base constructed of nickel-plated
vertical steel rods welded to circular horizontal and edge-
framing rods. Clear plastic extrusion ring on bottom of the
base for a smooth bottom surface.

by Warren Platner



Womb™ Settee

A Womb Chair fit for two. We are very pleased to
welcome the Womb Settee back to the Knoll line up. The
design went out of production, but never out of style. The
double-wide design is the perfect modern refuge for the
living room or office.

by Eero Saarinen



Shelter

A perfect lounge chair for either contemplation or
communication. Shelter is a sculptural piece of furniture
which by its quality in shape and design also offers a high
level of comfort. The high back surrounds the user and
offers a luxurious isolation from the surroundings. The piece
is poetic, organic and dynamic and unites the concepts that
need unifying to obtain perfection.

Shelter creates a small oasis from disturbing and perhaps
noisy surroundings. It is also possible to create a small
intimate sphere when more Shelters are put together, and
the room will at the same time almost become a sculptural
park

by busk+hertzog



System 123 (lounge)

The original commission was to design a furniture
programme that combined a series of different functions
with the basic requirement of good sitting comfort. The
chairs should also have a simple and natural design, so
they could fit into any environment as a functional
element.
The chair originally featured a light frame construction
made from steel upon which fabric could be mounted.

by Verner Panton



Cloverleaf

The original commission was to design a furniture
programme that combined a series of different functions
with the basic requirement of good sitting comfort. The
chairs should also have a simple and natural design, so
they could fit into any environment as a functional
element.
The chair originally featured a light frame construction
made from steel upon which fabric could be mounted.

by Verner Panton



Plasma

Plasma is an exciting new concept in public seating. Flexible
and contemporary, individual abstract pieces which can be
used as single sculptural elements, or combined provide rest
and work areas in large public spaces. Up to 10 people can
comfortably sit on a Large Plasma, which is more than three
and a half meters long.

by busk+hertzog



Airflake

Airflake is a sound absorbing screen made from moulded
fiber felt. This modular system is built around the shape of
a hexagon in a variety of designs and colours, which can be
freely combined to create the screen Airflake is fixed to
aluminium rail for mounting on wall or to ceiling Airflake
can also be fixed directly to the wall.

by Stefan Borselius



Triline Wall

Triline Wall is an acoustic wall panel employing the same
basic triangular shape as Triline. The angled shape of Triline
is not only an aesthetic statement; it also adds extended
acoustic qualities.
The three-dimensional triangular section of the wall panel
prevents the sound waves from bouncing straight back.
The Triline wall panel uses hidden mounting bars that
allow the panel to be hung either horizontally or vertically. by Anya Sebton



Berta–01 – bench
Seat made of half-hard perforated aluminum sheet 5 mm thick. Interior painting and

optional lighting.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 45,00 x W 100,00 x L 78,00 cm



Boomerang – bench
The BOOMERANG bench is placed in the space between design, functionality and art. A

useful sculpture that dresses of great elegance and exclusivity the space in which it is

located. It is made from rotomolded polyethylene or glass fiber. Possibility of lacquered

finishes.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 45,00 x W 242,00 x L 84,00 cm



Café / Restaurant



Tulip™ Armless Chair

With the Pedestal Collection, Eero Saarinen resolved the
"ugly, confusing, unrestful world" underneath tables and
chairs. The collection is a defining accomplishment of
modern design and a timeless addition to your home—a
true classic. Pair Tulip Chairs with a Saarinen Table for the
quintessential modern dining set, or mix and match for a
statement in any room.

by Eero Saarinen



Bertoia Side Chair

The Bertoia Side Chair is an icon of mid-century modern
design. Bertoia found sublime grace in an industrial
material, creating a design that works with every decor, in
every room.

by Harry Bertoia



Bertoia Barstool

Complement your café with the quintessential modern
barstool. Bar height stools are best paired with tables and
counters that are 40-43" high, counter height stools are
best paired with surfaces that are 36-39" high.

by Harry Bertoia



Washington Skeleton™ Aluminum Side Chair

David Adjaye's cantilevered chairs explore propping and
balancing, so that they are simultaneously functional and
sculptural. Skeleton is reduced to a fine geometric lattice
while its inverted counterpoint, Skin, offers a colorful
envelope to the same form.

by David Adjaye



System 123 (dining)

The original commission was to
design a furniture programme that
combined a series of different
functions with the basic requirement
of good sitting comfort. The chairs
should also have a simple and natural
design, so they could fit into any
environment as a functional element.

by Verner Panton

The chair originally featured a light frame construction
made from steel upon which fabric could be mounted.



Steely – chair
The design of the Steely chair has a subtle “vintage”scent, with the look of a metal chair,

betting on the equilibrium among essential concepts like lightness, functionality,

ergonomic and respect for the environment, and others as resistance, both indoors and

outdoors, durability and ease of maintenance. With the Woody chair we have worked

with complex curves and natural shapes like that of a drop of mercury or a pebble,

looking to create an effect in the rigid plastic of polyurethane foam upholstery, a soft

form that suggests comfort just by seeing it, before sitting on it.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 74,20 x SH 45,00 x AH 67,20 x W 59,00 x L 56,50 cm



Woody – chair
The design of the Woody chair has a subtle “vintage”scent, as a tribute to the classic

wooden slat chair, betting on the equilibrium among essential concepts like lightness,

functionality, ergonomic and respect for the environment, and others as resistance, both

indoors and outdoors, durability and ease of maintenance. With the Woody chair, we

have worked with complex curves and natural shapes like that of a drop of mercury or a

pebble, looking to create an effect in the rigid plastic of polyurethane foam upholstery, a

soft form that suggests comfort just by seeing it, before sitting on it.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 74,20 x SH 45,00 x AH 67,20 x W 59,00 x L 56,50 cm



Casino – chair
Casino chair responds to the intention to merge without paying functional or aesthetic

prices, a chair that can be considered without arms, but at the same time have a low back

and long ends to allow use them as an arm of courtesy . With personality and uniqueness,

its formal aspect searchs to express familiarity. Meant to be a chair friendly, nothing

strident, without exaggerated ergonomic shapes. Casino seeks effectively, both in its use

and in its formal aspect. It is simple and straightforward, nice-looking and elegant at once.

Transmits silence and restraint, it also achieves an extreme comfort.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 73,80 x SH 45,10 x AH 72,00 x W 52,50 x L 50,00 cm



Wire – chair
The design of WIRE bets on a subtle equilibrium among essential concepts like lightness,

transparency, ergonomic, functionality and versatility, and others as the innovative

chromatic range and the higher performance offered by technical plastics and their

transformation. It’s a chair concept that includes a single polyvalent shell with many

possibilities of customization by using different interchangeable metal frames.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 77,70 x SH 43,00 x W 51,70 x L 55,30 cm



Toledo – chair
Toledo chair is a sign of versatility, lightness, comfort and formal beauty with merely

contemporary guidelines. Its author, reconsiders the traditional coffee terrace chair to

obtain a product with tight and slender lines which hide a calculated structure of bone

reminiscences that make it ergonomically perfect.

www.mtmsolution.comCopyright MTM Solutions Pte.Ltd, 2014. All rights reserved.

H 77,70 x SH 43,80 x AH 69,00 x W 56,10 x L 56,40 cm



Lighting



Fun M.O.P. (Mother of Pearl)

Mother of Pearl (m.o.p.) sea, beach, sun, light, sound,
sand. The infinite. Verner Panton would use the world
around him for inspiration. Combine materials that would
express a great experience in the small details.
Fun (M.O.P.) is the best example of the greatness of detail.
Of nature's own solution, combined with the creativity of
designs and requirements for functionality. by Verner Panton

FUN 2TA

FUN 
1WM

FUN 
1TM

FUN 
4DM

FUN 
8DMFUN 5DM



Panto & VP Globe

Panto & VP Globe, the controlled, transparent and colored light.
Both Panto and VP Globe pendants are unusually light globes.
Available from all sides. Kind and forthcoming. An airy bubble
which will give the light optimum working conditions and let it
show its best advantage in space. The light discs above and
below the shielded bulb and again could be related to the ball
allows variation and adaptation of the light to fit the space.
The light discs above and below the shielded bulb and again
could be related to the ball allows variation and adaptation of
the light to fit the space. And they show Verner Panton's great
feeling for the technical aspects, materials and opportunities,
and bright.

by Verner Panton

VP Globe 
Ø40cm

VP Globe 

Ø50cm

Panto
Ø40cm

Panto
Ø50cm



Spiral

Spiral pendants were designed in 1969 by Verner Panton. The
Spiral pendants are available in various types of
commuting. Available in colors gold, silver and
multicolour. The Spiral lamp is another example of Verner
Panton's play with colors and shapes. If the Spiral lamp is hit by
a light breeze appears the closest to live and offers a wonderful
reflection of the room.
Light and color are closely linked. The colors can make a crucial
change in nature, if you switch from daylight to artificial light or
just from strong to weak illumination. In addition, color
perception is affected by the material structure.

by Verner Panton

SPIRAL SINGLE SP1
SPIRAL TRIPLE 

SP3
SPIRAL SINGLE SP2



Onion

The Onion pendants (in the seventies the lamp was known
under the name YAMAGIWA) is in form reminiscent of the cross
section of an onion and consists of a large number of metal
discs. These hide the light source and at the same time act as
reflectors. The Onion pendant comes in two sizes. Besides the
pendant the Onion is also available as table lamp.

by Verner Panton

ONION COPPER

PENDANT

ONION SILVER

PENDANT

ONION GOLD

PENDANT

ONION WHITE

PENDANT



Moon

The lamp consists of a large numbers of ring-shaped, discs
which are suspended around the centrally located bulb. The
fan-shaped discs hide the bulb and at the same time serve as
reflectors, through which a soft light is spread throughout the
room. The Moon pendant is one of Verner Panton's earliest
lamps. It consists of ten ring-shaped blades positioned in such
a way that they can move. The Moon pendant justifiably gets
its name from its shape and the quality of light coming from it.

by Verner Panton White

Ø34cm

Copper

Ø34cm



Singapore
MTM Solutions Pte Ltd 
85 Playfair Road, 01-01 & 02-01 , Tong Yuan Building Singapore 368000
Phone: +65 6438 0692 Fax: +65 6438 0693

Hong Kong
MTM Solutions Ltd
13/F Wan Chai Commercial Centre, 194 Johnston Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Phone: +852 2520 6968 Facsimile: +852 2861 3468

India
MTM Workplace Solutions Pvt Ltd
Mumbai: 58/270, Mittal Estate, Near Maroi Naka, Andheri-Kurta Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai 400059.  Phone: +91 22 4245 4647 Fax: +91 11 4183 0224

Indonesia
PT. MTM Solutions
Phone: +62 (21) 2751 6779
Fax: +62 (21) 8886 8755

Malaysia  
MTM Solutions Sdn Bhd
Phone: +60 15 4877 0942
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